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Abstract
In the fertile fields of mind, The clay men play with facts lightly, Play as children piling sand
on the shadow To stay the sun...
December-, 194J 5 
was rapidly and solidly expanding. 
But what had happened to all their predictions? Did they 
no longer worry about an atomic war? Were they satisfied with 
the United Nations Security Council? The Marshall Plan—would 
it work? How can Communism be checked? 
Not a comment. Yes, people have undergone a change—a 
transition. 
—Lawrence Meoska, A. H., Fr. 
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Ode to an Engineering College 
and the Atom 
In the fertile fields of mind, 
The clay men play with facts lightly, 
Play as children piling sand on the shadow 
To stay the sun. 
But the shadow, 
Unfettered, 
Glides swiftly onward, 
Growing longer. —Dick Ellis, E. E., Jr. 
